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Abstract 

The U.S. Department of Energy is responsible for more than 100 sites across the United 
States previously used for nuclear research and industrial-scale production activities. 
Cleanup decisions for these facilities are following the general process established by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Under this process, risks are estimated for three 
kinds of receptors to guide decisions on residual contaminant levels: cleanup workers, 
the environment, and a hypothetical future public. So far most decisions have been 
driven by the public receptor, the only one who in fact will likely never incur the 
exposures assumed in these analyses. This bias has led to“overcleanups“ that resulted in 
unnecessary environmental damage and worker exposures and accidents at certain sites 
where remedial actions have already been implemented. To improve upcoming 
decisions, a balance must be struck among the three risk categories to achieve net health 
and environmental protection. Recommendations for better cleanup decisions include: 
maintain federal control to preserve environmental resources and preclude conversion to 
residential use, collect selected site-specific data needed to resolve key scientific 
uncertainties in predictive environmental transport and fate models, and communicate 
more effectively with oversight agencies and the public about major risk tradeoffs.  

1. Introduction 

Soil and groundwater at old industrial facilities spanning all 50 United States have 
been contaminated by past releases and waste disposal practices that were considered 
acceptable at the time. In the 1980s, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) defined a process for addressing these sites. Since then, both private and fede-
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ral programs have made progress in dealing with the environmental contamination, 
but many large facilities remain on EPA’s cleanup list.  

The nation’s largest cleanup program is being conducted by the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE). Beginning in the 1950s, DOE built an industrial complex that 
grew to more than 100 sites across the country at which basic research in physics and 
other sciences was conducted, in addition to nuclear research and production opera-
tions to support the national defense program. With the end of the Cold War in the 
1980s, defense activities ceased and many facilities were closed.  

In just over a decade the Department has spent more than $60 billion to character-
ize contaminant and environmental conditions, assess risks, and evaluate remediation 
options for facilities across the complex, and a number of straightforward cleanups 
have been completed. An additional $250 billion or more is expected to be needed to 
complete the active phase of the cleanup program at all sites and transition them to 
long-term environmental management (DOE, 2002). This large price tag reflects the 
unique technical challenges associated with combined radioactive and chemical haz-
ards, but early difficulties in establishing trust with community members and incor-
porating sound scientific information into decisions have also been factors.  

The active cleanup phase could extend into the middle of this century, notably for 
a handful of facilities with significant contamination such as the Hanford Site in 
Washington and the Savannah River Site in South Carolina, where high-level radio-
active wastes from past reactor operations are stored. Special considerations apply 
for radioactively contaminated sites because of the inherent hazards and long half-
lives of many isotopes. Current regulations require that disposal facilities for certain 
radioactive wastes be designed to maintain isolation for 200 to 1,000 years. 

2. Methods: Risk Assessment and Decision Process 

The EPA developed a framework to assess risks and evaluate options for remedia-
ting contaminated sites under its Superfund legislation in 1980, as amended in 1986. 
The implementing regulation for this framework is the National Oil and Hazardous 
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (EPA, 1990).  

A key element of the process for selecting source and exposure controls and de-
termining appropriate levels for residual contaminants at these sites is the estimation 
of risks for three different types of potential receptors. These are: workers who 
would conduct the cleanup, the environment, and the hypothetical future public.  

The future public is typically represented by someone who lives on-site for a life-
time and is often assumed to farm for subsistence. Per EPA guidance, risks to a ge-
neric hypothetical resident are calculated using high-end intake rates (e.g., 2 liters of 
contaminated groundwater/day) at an essentially continuous exposure of 350 days 
per year over 30 years (EPA, 1989). Estimated intakes are then converted to health 
effects or risks using standard toxicity values derived primarily from animal studies. 
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Worker health risks can be calculated from the person-hours and specific activi-
ties projected for a given cleanup effort, which will typically involve handling con-
taminated materials and working in contaminated zones. This health risk analysis al-
so considers mitigation measures such as personal protective equipment that would 
be worn to control exposures.  

Safety risks are a second and very important component of the worker risk evalua-
tion. This analysis involves assessing accidents and associated injuries and fatalities, 
which can be predicted with striking consistency from statistics for the construction 
industry. These general statistics identify injury rates of about 3,000 to 5,000 per 
100,000 workers and fatalities as high as 14 per 100,000 workers (Church, 2001). It 
is important to understand that any cleanup effort can put workers at risk, and that 
both exposure and safety risks should be quantified as part of the integrated assess-
ment process. 

The ecological risk assessment includes evaluating environmental partitioning to 
assess contaminant-specific mobility, uptake and assimilation / biotransfer factors for 
indicator species in specific settings, comparing measured or predicted biota concen-
trations to benchmark values from the ecological literature, and assessing potential 
impacts ranging from the individual organism to the population level and to inter-
connected ecosystem functions and services.  

These risk assessment results are then combined to guide the selection of appro-
priate remedial action measures for the particular site. Key decision criteria for 
cleanup actions include effectiveness in protecting human health and the environ-
ment, implementability in terms of technical and administrative feasibility, and cost.  

 Typical remedial measures evaluated for these sites include:  
�� Active engineering measures, for example pumping and treating contamina-

ted groundwater and excavating soil, constructing lateral barriers at waste 
areas, and building containment facilities to dispose of newly excavated 
wastes. 

�� Administrative controls, for example preparing legal documents that restrict 
site access or preclude certain uses, such as drilling wells to tap underlying 
groundwater for drinking water. 

�� Enhanced natural processes, for example planting selected species over a 
buried waste area to increase evapotranspiration and thereby control infil-
tration and leaching, or injecting nutrients into the subsurface to facilitate 
biodegradation of organic compounds by native microorganisms.  Radioac-
tive decay also represents a natural attentuation process. This physical 
transformation can reduce isotopes with short half-lives to background le-
vels in a reasonably short time. For example, with its half-life of about 12 
years, tritium at many sites will decay away within 100 years.  
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3. Results and Conclusions 

In practice, DOE cleanup decisions have primarily drawn on engineering measures 
that are often accompanied by administrative controls. The aim has been to achieve 
low residual contaminant levels that would support unrestricted land use such as 
residential housing. However, the future resident on whom these decisions are based 
is a creature of our imagination with assumed exposures that are not likely to ever 
occur.  

In contrast, it is ironically the worker called upon to implement the cleanup deci-
sions who is certain to incur exposures and more importantly suffer construction-
related accidents that could be (and have been) fatal. Similarly, areas that previously 
sustained richly diverse and productive ecosystems which were established in buffer 
zones during decades of minimal human disturbance have been decimated in some 
instances by aggressive earthmoving and other engineering activities in the name of 
protective cleanup. 

In predicting the environmental behavior of contaminants and potential health and 
ecological risks, conservative default values are often used when site data are not 
available. This typically results in overestimating activity concentrations (although 
the converse can sometimes happen), which translate to higher potential health risks 
that in turn can drive excessive cleanup. Thus, collecting site-specific scientific data 
to fill key knowledge gaps can greatly strengthen outputs of environmental models 
on which decisions are based. In these cases, better science has allowed us to move 
away from the full-scale engineering approach and focus on the role of natural proc-
esses in environmental management for particular areas (Whicker et al., 1993).   

The bias toward engineered solutions that has emerged during the past 20 years 
may reflect a generic public anxiety about radiation, which has driven communities 
and oversight agencies to push for residual contamination that approaches back-
ground levels. Because natural processes work at a time scale different from an an-
nual budget cycle or construction season, managers have turned to engineering solu-
tions to achieve quick results. Or perhaps this strong bias simply reflects an illusion 
of progress generated when the public can “see something happening“ such as bull-
dozers and dump trucks moving piles of dirt across a site. In either case, it is unlikely 
that people realize how their well-intentioned support of this type of cleanup often 
results in much greater risks being created than any being reduced.  

The pressure to achieve low cleanup levels has extended from the simpler, smaller 
sites remediated early in the cleanup program to the larger extensively contaminated 
sites still to be addressed, where a relatively minor shift in the target residual level 
can translate to huge cost increases. This pressure continues despite the fact that on-
site residential exposures are not occurring now at those sites nor are they expected 
to occur in the future. Unfortunately, the past reliance on engineering measures that 
resulted in spending substantial sums of money, caused considerable environmental 
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damage, and needlessly put workers in harm’s way has also created an expectation 
that the same measures would be used in future actions.   

4. Recommendations 

Recognizing the inefficiencies of certain past decisions in terms of time and money, 
the recently appointed head of DOE’s environmental management program has 
called for changes in the overall process with an emphasis on risk-based decisions 
(Roberson 2001). These concepts had been discussed earlier by a panel of scientists 
who evaluated ways to improve DOE cleanup decisions, also recognizing the net 
harm that can result from many cleanups (ANL 2001). Selected recommendations of 
the panel include: 

�� Collect targeted site data to address key uncertainties in predictive models of 
contaminant transport and fate so actual site conditions rather than default as-
sumptions are used to produce more reliable, scientific results that are mea-
ningful to that site. 

�� Base decisions on comprehensive risk assessments with clearly identified be-
nefits and costs, to achieve net protection. That is, put risks estimated for 
hypothetical receptors in appropriate context with the real harm that befalls 
workers and the environment when many engineering solutions are imple-
mented. Also crucial is more effective communication of scientific understan-
ding and risk tradeoffs among the decision makers, oversight agencies, and 
the public. 

�� Maintain federal control of these sites, for example by designating them as fe-
deral environmental science and technology complexes to be used for re-
search and educational outreach, not housing developments. Retaining this 
control would obviate the need to achieve very low residual contaminant le-
vels to protect hypothetical future residents while adversely affecting the envi-
ronment and cleanup workers. 

 As researchers work closely with environmental managers to answer crucial 
scientific questions about the fate of contaminants at DOE sites, and as this informa-
tion is shared more effectively with the public and other parties that can influence 
site decisions, it is hoped that sound science will replace perceptions and politics as 
the dominant force behind future cleanup decisions.  
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